
The truth is

Though my body wants more and more

To be comfy

I've never felt comfortable with the notion of

home

Say home and walls close in

A darkness seeps

Subtle turn of stomach

A trap

So while couches become broader, softer

Wrinkled with the bodies of time

Walls become fiercely studded

Tupuna faces

Future mixed faces

Battling their own outlines

Every shape a shard

A portal that

Melts or punches

Home outta here

*

But

Then

Hawaiki

O Hawaiki

The truth is

I’m just a body seeking warmth

from a wind that has always blown at my back

I’ve never felt comfortable with the notion of

home

let no one claim forsaken walls

we have learnt to carry homes

in the spiral shell

beating within our chest

a place waiting in the humid folds

where our bodies go soft

for just one night

even four walls

become a place timeless

traced in the outlines of our memories

in stories upon the breeze

in a gesture

in a whisper

we’ve learnt to carry home on our backs

and in those constellations

of campfire story

that gaze down

*

Murriyang!

beyond horizon



You sanctuary I can love

You happy

portal view

You never-returned-to home

You hobbiton of portholes

Ocean deep

You wormhole old

Hawaiki

You

No walls

Just motion

We plummet-spiral-dance our way

Towards you:

No arrival

No safety;

Just

Limitlessness

Murriyang

beyond the sea

*

there is no rush tonight

to join those stars

Ocean deep time

where all our rivers

flow

Murriyang

No falling

Just hands clasped

guided by the whispers

that rings through time touch

we go

without promise

return

to the place we begin







in a vessel clay rings wrought by

a weave ancient wheels

a piece of clay so with tree rings so

I keep leaving marks with smoke rings drifted

for you to lift from wordless voices in the cold:

and know home in the love all meanings once spoke

held hover on, on, on

in these arms awaiting

soft long flowing you: decode our silences

this is where I feel home gather us up!


